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If you are looking for a book that has been touted as one of the "classics" in finance
literature, and yet is simple enough for just about everyone to understand, look no further
than The Little Book That Still Beats the Market
(http://as.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-0470624159.html).
This little book, though petite-sized and concise, has something for everyone, and as a
bonus, packs a laugh on (almost) every page. The entertaining and easy-going pieces will
appeal to novices, we suspect, and prompt them to begin their investment journey, while
seasoned investors might find the book's back-to-basics approach refreshing.
Author Joel Greenblatt starts off with an explanation of the risk-free rate: that anyone with
savings in hand can buy a bond from the US government and receive a guaranteed interest
rate and the return of principal with no risk. He goes on to explain how other investments
such as corporate bonds or equities might give a better return, but with some risks to the principal amount invested.
Hence, a basic premise is that any investment should, at a minimum, beat the long-term government bond rate.
Given the low rate environment today, Greenblatt says any stock worthy of investment must return at least 6% per
year, or if the bond rates improve, the higher of the two.
The little magic formula
Greenblatt, who teaches an MBA class at Columbia University, would often ask his students to comb through
newspapers' stock quotes pages and shout out the names of big and well-known listed companies in class. He would
then read them those companies' 'highs' and 'lows' for the year. And as the class goes through more and more
companies, a commonality would emerge: that, over 52 weeks, prices can range rather widely.
He would ask his students to attempt explanations on why prices might swing and vary broadly over the year when
the core values of those businesses remain largely unchanged. "It’s such a good question that professors have
developed whole fields of economic, mathematical and social study to try to explain it. Even more incredible, most of
this academic work has involved coming up with theories as to why something that clearly makes no sense actually
makes sense."
What is Greenblatt's answer? “Who knows and who cares… The truth is that I don’t really know why people are
willing to buy and sell shares of most companies at wildly different prices over very short periods of time. I just have
to know that they do!” But it cannot be true that there is no 'science' behind this industry – one that is known to be
obsessed with calculations, risks, probabilities and forecasts – or can it? Greenblatt sums his philosophy in one
sentence: "Buying good businesses at bargain prices is the secret to making lots of money."
A "bargain price" is where a business earns more, relative to its share price – a high earnings yield. A "good business"
is one that invests its capital at a high rate of return, or in investment parlance, a high return on capital. By ranking
the largest 3,500 companies trading on the US stock exchanges on both metrics and then adding the two ranks
together, an investor would obtain a list of stocks ranked according to what he calls "the magic formula”.
Just by buying the top 30 of these and holding them for a year, he claims that over a 17-year period from 1988 to
2004 which he back-tested, this portfolio would have returned 30.8% per year, in comparison to the market average
of 12.4% annually.
For the initiated, Greenblatt uses trailing Earnings Before Interest and Tax (EBIT) / Enterprise Value for the earnings
yield, and trailing EBIT / (Net Working Capital + Net Fixed Assets) for return on capital. For everyone else, he has an
aptly named magicformulainvesting.com (http://www.magicformulainvesting.com/) website where unordered lists of
the top 50 companies selected using the magic formula can be generated free. For those unwilling to invest in small
capitalisation stocks due to perceived risks typically associated with smaller companies, the site even includes a
slider that allows users to control for the size of companies selected.
The little book's sceptics
It may be hard to take seriously, this compact, 'suitable for all ages', large-font-sized book that purports a "magic
formula". Greenblatt realises this, and so he dedicates a couple of chapters to back up his claims. He goes through
his experiments that involved both large and small companies and tests of ranks in deciles; the results of which
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showed a neat incremental pattern of returns, thus providing some backing to his method. For those wondering why
Greenblatt only took data from the past 17 years, he explained that it was as far back as his database would allow
him to go.
But if this magic formula was so great, why isn’t everyone simply just mechanically following it and getting rich? The
reason, Greenblatt said, is that there can be long periods of underperformance in the short run. In an appendix, he
showed the results of his tests and notes that in the ten years from 1999 to 2009, otherwise known as the lost
decade. The formula worked. In this period, when the S&P 500 lost 0.9% per year, the formula generated a 13.5%
annualised return. But in this period of outperformance, investors would have experienced two bouts of
underperformance – one lasting 34 months and another, 13 months. So even in periods of outperformance, investors
can lose money. With almost four years of lag over a ten-year period, that roller-coaster ride can be rough enough
to shake even the staunchest of believers.
For die-hard sceptics, Greenblatt goes further to explain why the principles behind the magic formula work. What the
formula is seeking out with its high return on capital criteria are businesses that have the opportunity to invest its
profits at a high rate of return.
The little cautious investor
The ability to generate a high return on capital would indeed be valuable, and competitors will want to enter the
industry for that reason. When that happens, returns will eventually decrease to average levels. However,
Greenblatt contends that, on average, companies that have this ability, even for a short while, will have some
advantage – an upper hand that will make it harder for competitors to completely destroy their ability to earn
above-average profits.
Nonetheless, over time, shares of the companies selected will move up to its fair value. Greenblatt writes, “Over
time the interaction of all of these things – smart investors searching for bargain opportunities, companies buying
back their own shares, and the takeover or possibility of a takeover of an entire company – work together to move
share prices towards fair value. Sometimes this process works quickly, and sometimes it can take several years.” In
short, patient investors will be rewarded.
Greenblatt however cautions against individual stock picking, unless one possess sufficient financial analysis skills or
is a professional within the industry. Successful stock picking hinges on an ability to analyse and forecast future
earnings. The "magic formula", however "magical", can only look backwards. He states that a portfolio of at least 30
stocks should be chosen from the top 50 or 100 stocks, selected using the magic formula, so as to provide a certain
level of diversification. He also explains that trailing earnings is acceptable since “on average, last year’s earnings
will often provide a pretty good estimate for normal earnings going forward”.
Greenblatt founded Gotham Capital in 1985 and runs the hedge fund using the very principles he espouses in the
book, albeit adopting a more sophisticated variant of the magic formula. He has also been teaching at Columbia
Business School for more than 14 years. While he may be well qualified to write a 'how-to' book on investment, the
true importance of this particular book is that it crunches down the methodology of value investing to some rather
simple tenets, and challenges the reader to remember that investment is meant to be for the long-term; that
“sticking with it”, both through the good and bad times, can sometimes be the hardest and greatest challenge to
successful investing.
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